
One platform. Multiple possibilities.
The module is a simple, easy to use application that 
allows your employees to quickly set up a carpool 
or vanpool. Employees can edit their profile and 
administrators can customize reports to meet their 
specific tracking needs.

Fast & Easy
Unlike other ridematching services, employees are 
able to participate in this program on the same site 
they manage their transportation benefit. You can now 
send all your employees to a single commuter website--
streamlining your communication process. 

COMMUTER BENEFIT SOLUTIONS: RIDEMATCH PROGRAM 
Want to enhance your commuter benefits package? Now you can with our ridematching service 
available to all of our commuter benefit customers.

COMMUTER BENEFIT SOLUTIONS:

Sometimes, life can 
be a real trip.
Why not share the ride?



Convenient
Instant Phone Notification  
Receive a message via a phone when another employee wants 
to carpool or vanpool

Google Mapping  
Easily visualize where others are commuting from

Environmental
Track Co2 Savings  
When employees carpool, use public transportation, bike or walk, the commute log tracks CO2 savings 
and makes the summary available to employers

Weekly Reporting  
Is automatically sent once a week to the administrator to show all new signups for ridematching

Commute Savings Calculator   
Lets employees calculate how much they can save by ridesharing in both dollars and CO2

Emergency Preparedness 
Gives businesses a contingency plan in case a natural disaster forces a sudden change in  
employees’ commutes

Flexible
Adjust Search Radius  
Around home or work location depending how far an employee is willing to travel

Specify Trip Value   
Estimated trip cost contribution per rider if one employee plans to do all the driving

Allow Multiple Riders 
Keep rides viewable after a carpool forms to find a 3rd or 4th passenger
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If you would like a demonstration of how the system works or more details on how it 
can improve the adoption of commuting alternatives, call 800.531.2828 or contact 
sales@edenredusa.com today.

PROGRAM FEATURES
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Finding The Right Match Is Important


